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LivingApollo
Design by Justin Hutchinson

for Kett

2023

Ocean waves roll along a shoreline, sunlight dances in 
the ocean spray.

Inspired by days wandering along Apollo Bay, each piece 

is handcrafted from Twitchell fibre, woven onto powder 

coated aluminum frame, a blend of comfort, elegance, and 

durability. 

Unwind in Apollo lounge chair, recline on the 2-seat sofa, 

or gather on the generous 3-seat sofa.
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Apollo Dimensions (cm)

Occasional Chairs
& Sofas

AP-2S-A AP-3S-A

234 284

2 Seater (950mm Seat) 3 Seater (1200mm Seat)Lounge Chair (700mm Seat)

AP-1S-A

AP-1S-A

66
41

114

102

Technical Discover Kett at

kettfurniture.com.au

Exclusive to CoshLiving

coshliving.com.au

Materials

Aluminium powder coated frame in-
filled with woven twitchell for ultimate 
strength & breathability.

Seat & back cushions consist of all 
weather reticulated foams surrounded 
with 200 grams of Dacron, providing 
ultimate breathability & drainage.

The sofa frame is uniquely hand 
woven with a twitchell UV stable rope.

Woven Twitchell Frame

Weave is colour matched to the 
powder coat finishes (Ciarra & Shell) .

Powder Coat

Ciarra (88)
Shell (25)

When placing an order, replace the ‘A’ 
in the product code with the desired 
powder coat finish. 

Fabrics

Choose from our curated range of 
durable outdoor fabrics.
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Apollo Features

Expressed Seam

Defining the signature 
lines of Apollo.

Woven Outer

460 meters of intricately 
hand-woven UV stable 
rope, taking skilled 
craftspeople 40 hours to 
complete.

Aluminium Base

Available in two powder 
coat colours for 
personalisation to suit 
your space, while being 
a durable foundation for 
the sofa.

Back Cushion

The Back Cushion is the 
softest, made from a 
combination of cut foams, 
providing comfort when 
sitting back into the sofa.

Lumber Cushion

Provides support for the 
lower back and allows 
for adjustment of sofa 
depth to suit the user’s 
height and proportions, 
ensuring comfort and 
customisation.

Base Cushion

Featuring a base cushion 
with a composition of 5 
different foam and material 
densities, designed with 
consideration for the initial 
sit, ongoing comfort, and 
ease of departure from 
the sofa.


